This survey is designed to check the values for the proposed new “table of last resort” to be given in the revised 0H, and the results may also have a useful spin-off for the study of printing practices. Worksheets should be filled in for each book catalogued that requires conversion of I, J, U and V (and combinations): against the relevant uppercase graphs note the printer’s lowercase usage in the same book and in the same typeface (i.e. roman, italic or gothic) as the uppercase being converted. The purpose of identifying the book is so as to be able to investigate further any unusual results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Library</th>
<th>Place of printing</th>
<th>Date of printing</th>
<th>Language of work</th>
<th>Shelfmark or other uniquely identifying information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

In the list below please insert an x, [x], after the lowercase character used for the uppercase specified, and then at the end add any further observations that you feel are necessary or helpful.

**Uppercase requiring conversion** | **Lowercase**
--- | ---
V as vowel at beginning of word | v [ ] u [ ]
V as vowel elsewhere in word | u [ ] v [ ]
V as consonant at beginning of word | v [ ] u [ ]
V as consonant elsewhere in word | u [ ] v [ ]
U as vowel at beginning of word | v [ ] u [ ]
U as vowel elsewhere in word | u [ ] v [ ]
U as consonant at beginning of word | v [ ] u [ ]
U as consonant elsewhere in word | u [ ] v [ ]
VV representing single letter | w [ ] vv [ ]
II at end of word | ii [ ] ij [ ]
II elsewhere in word | ii [ ] ij [ ]
IJ at end of word | ij [ ] ii [ ]
IJ elsewhere in word | ij [ ] ij [ ]
I as vowel at beginning of word | i [ ] j [ ]
I as vowel elsewhere in word | i [ ] j [ ]
I as consonant at beginning of word | j [ ] i [ ]
I as consonant elsewhere in word | j [ ] i [ ]
J as vowel at beginning of word | i [ ] j [ ]
J as vowel elsewhere in word | i [ ] j [ ]
J as consonant at beginning of word | j [ ] i [ ]
J as consonant elsewhere in word | j [ ] i [ ]

**Other notes**
Please send to Deborah Leslie at djleslie@folger.edu, or 201 East Capitol St., S.E., Washington, D.C. 20003. Worksheets will be accepted until September 1 2003.
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